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Industrial policy failure to facilitate localisation 
in South Africa’s wind renewable energy sector:

A misalignment between policy and GVC dynamics



Critical analytic concepts

• Global Value Chain Dynamics
• Lead firms govern chain dynamics

• Lead firms drive linkages within the chain

• Lead firms practice follower sourcing

• Political economy dynamics
• Governance in public and private sector is contested

• Vested interests pursue own goals and ambitions

• Vested interests contest policy decisions

• This shapes and influences policy design and implementation 
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This should be the heart of localization of goods



Key Takeaways

• Lead developers/OEMs play crucial lead role in the value chain 

• Encourage “FOLLOWER SOURCING’ of crucial components

• But need market demand, energy policy guarantee, industrial policy 
incentives and policy nudging

• Real opportunity for REIPPPP and localization to support a regional RE 
strategy but does it still exist?  

• Manufacturing AND Service firms are important suppliers

• Public policy (Industrial & Energy) can speed up, retard, obstruct 



“Greening” SA’s industrial policy – all talk and no play

• 2010 – Green Economy Summit : “Develop Green growth policies and 
regulations which supports and enables an integrated strategy.” 

• 2011 New Growth Path: “The challenge for the developmental state is to 
minimise costs for business except as required to support transformation 
toward a more equitable, decent-work generating and green economy” 

• 2012 NDP: “The green economy agenda will be leveraged to promote 
deeper industrialisation, energy efficiency and employment.” 

• IPAP2: “Green Economy is a major new thrust .. create jobs & value 
adding industries... localisation of manufacturing related to renewables.” 

• IPAP 3 - “The REIPP .... provides a significant opportunity to become a 
major manufacturer of componentry of renewable energy projects.”
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Localisation and Industrial Policy

• REIPPPP was backed by a broad coalition with different objectives BUT 

the DTI was not a major player

• Green industrial localization not mainstreamed into DTI industrial policy

• Follower sourcing to drive localisation downplayed in favour of 

indigenisation process and so ignoring GVC dynamics   

• Energy policy issues, BEE, social development dominated/drove policy

• BUT NOT driven by industrial policy

• REIPPPP still had an important (unintentional) impact on localisation



REIPPPP as an instrument of “green” industrial policy

• Local Content (LC) as a core delivery obligation 
since the start – measured by value of spend.

• Relative share of potential (Socio-) Economic 
Development (ED) points to be gained has stayed 
constant at 25% (of 30 points).

• Progressive upwards adjustment in LC goals in 
various bid rounds.
• Testing the waters: Round 1-2

• Initial minimum of 25% LC minimum, 45% 
target with target rising to 60% in BW2

• Some bolder steps: Round 3/4

• Minimum LC 45% and target 65%
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Key sustaining component of REIPPPP 

• Foreign RE investors, developers, and OEMs need policy consistency

• CONTINUITY – policy guarantee of long term of RE program

• PREDICTABILITY – scheduled & repetitive window bidding process

• But....

• Destroyed by Zuma government machinations over REIPPPP

• Vulnerable by Mantashe unwillingness to drive REIPPPP



So what happened to localization: What was key 
impact of REIPPPP mess?

• Break in Continuity & Predictability cascaded down value chain

• Follower sourcing in towers BUT collapsed & workers on short time

• Blades negotiation collapsed. Nacelle didn’t even start

• Major impact on GROWTH of services suppliers from highly skilled 
to transport logistics but most collapsed

• EXPORT of some EPC services as OEMs follower sourced to EU

• Lost opportunity to feed regional market for RE



Summary shortcomings in South Africa’s Energy policy

• REIPPPP disruption by government in 2015/16 prematurely 
curtailed the localisation impacts

• Interrupted work being done to deepen industrial policy 
responses by DTI & IPP Office

• The ongoing delays and policy “walk-backs” have 
substantially damaged industry trust

• Removed the requirements for PREDICTABILITY and 
CONTINUITY in REIPPPP approved projects (or other 
schemes driven by industry or non-grid demand)



Summary shortcomings in Industrial Policy Design/Delivery

•Green industrialization in practice only paid lip service.

• Specific, customised industrial policy not developed beyond 
crude localisation intent

• Energy policy issues, BEE, social development dominated REIPPPP, 
NOT industrial policy

•Wasted efforts in failed indigenisation projects (towers/blades) 
neglected GVC follower sourcing dynamics.

•Neglected building substantial, internationally competitive, 
tradeable services sector

•Operations and Maintenance (O&M) elements neglected



Conclusions from previous GVC wind energy experience

• Energy and Industrial Policy intertwined 

• Should NOT be subordinated to Minerals policy

• Energy has to be detached and linked to industrialisation 

• Green industrialisation real opportunity post Covid

• Mainstream Green Growth (RE) into Industrial Policy as key driver

• Work with lead firms re localisation to set clear localisation targets rather than DTI 
lists of selected products to localise in the abstract

• Separate this out from social development and BEE – these are important BUT 
cannot drive Green Industrialisation and localisation policy

• Cannot ignore services 



Where are we today with South Africa’s LC & RE path
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• New REIPPPP rounds
• Round 5 of REIPPPP launched – 2,600 MW of RE (1,600 MW wind, 1000 MW 

solar)
• Minister announced plans for four more rounds to be advertised in 2021
• Minister of Energy – RE Masterplan in 2020 – underway (Greencape facilitated)

• If programme proceeds …
• GRE wind tower project likely to be expanded
• Possible effort by IDC to re-launch failed Coega tower plant
• LM wind blade project may be resurrected 
• One or more assemblers might consider partial nacelle assembly
• Likely extension of small supplier efforts.



So what may happen .....

• Push for greater localisation via a specified products list (SAREM) but misses the 
point of GVC oriented industrial policy – will it succeed???

• Emergency procurement round already allowed LC elements to be downplayed

• Commitment by DMRE to do all IRP 2019 rounds in two calendar years – i.e. all 
projects to 2030 (BUT not seen this in action yet)

• Global shifts in wind energy project activity make other regions much more 
attractive (scale) for localisation plans/follower sourcing investments

• Perhaps some further localisation BUT collaborative deepening of GVC in aligned 
industry-state framework beyond this less likely

• NOT a structural change type industrialisation of deepening with spillovers


